Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid growth of information, the face recognition technology has become a hot research topic in the field of biometric identification in recent years. The face recognition technology is a biological recognition technology and it can identify people by extracting characteristics of human face information. In addition, this technology has good application prospect in intelligent human-computer interaction, identification, investigation and security monitoring [1] , etc. So, there are many face recognition algorithms. Generally, the description of the face feature is most critical in the face recognition system. But if you use inappropriate face feature description, it will reduce the efficiency of the face recognition. In fact, most algorithms are very sensitive to change illumination and posture in the practical application. The international face recognition evaluation report data show that recognition rate is about 15.9 percent lower by using commonly algorithms in the environment of complex illumination and posture. Therefore, more and more experts and scholars proposed many algorithms in order to reduce the illumination, posture disturbance and increase the face recognition rate.
Li et al [2] recently proposed the contourlet transform method which solved the original corner information loss and corner position deviation problem by using the new multi-scale corner detection algorithm. Dong et al [3] studied the texture classification and proved the multiscale geometric analysis method had obvious advantages when it had been used to extract features. Mosleh et al. used the Gaussian model to describe contourlet sub-band coefficients and extract the average, maximum, minimum for synthesis feature vectors. But these methods were only modeled for the high frequency local contourlet binary pattern (LCBP) coefficients which were decomposed by the contourlet transform algorithm. And they also did not take advantage of low frequency information. In addition, the LCBP operator only had the invariance to the rotation of the image and gray level change, the other geometric transform for images were not invariant. Therefore the application must be limited. In order to solve these problems and increase the face recognition rate, in this paper, a face recognition algorithm which is based on the improved contourlet reform and principal components analysis is proposed for reduce the influence of the illumination and posture change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the principal components analysis. Section 3 describes the improved contourlet reform. By analyzing the weakness of the above methods, the algorithm based on the improved contourlet reform and The simulation experiments and analysis is described in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Review of Principal Components Analysis
The principal components analysis method is also called Eigenface algorithm [4] . It is a kind of face recognition algorithm and can be used to reduce dimension of the whole face image [5] . The main idea is to project high dimensional space data into low dimensional space by using the aid of orthogonal transformation projection. And the mainly image feature can also be extracted. Then, the method converts number of P random vector which relate to the face to number of K (K<P), and these vectors are not related to each other. Therefore the method also implement high dimensional vector to the low dimensional vector transformation. Till now, low dimensional linear feature subspace is formed. The high dimensional vector of the original face images can be reconstructed by using the low dimensional representation vector. In the face recognition process, we use the projection coordinate coefficient contrast the projection coefficient of the target sample concentration and determine the best face features after face images were projected to low dimensional feature subspace.
The principal components analysis procedure is reported as follows:
Step 1. Face images pretreatment: According to the histogram data, select n face images as the training samples which have similar illumination and posture. If each face image is set to R M N   dimensional vector, then all of the row vector of the face images can be denoted by
Step 2. Generate feature subspace: Denote the j face images vector as j x , average vector of the training samples as u and
The principal components analysis method uses low dimensional sub space to describe the original space face. Denote the average vector is n X .Thus, n n X X u   .
Construct sample covariance matrix as M and
. To eigenvalue decomposition of M, we get a set of orthogonal characteristic vectors. The orthogonal basis which is consisted by using this set of feature vectors is called K-L. Define
Step 3. Introduce Singular Value Decomposition: According to K-L transformation, nonzero eigenvalues which generated by covariance matrix compose of the new face feature point coordinate system. The characteristic is a large amount of data calculation and high redundancy. The characteristic data is a large amount of data and redundancy is higher. So, the process is not efficient. In order to reduce the calculation, we introduce Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).After calculate the characteristic vectors, arrange these face feature values in the order from big to small; select the eigenvalues of the total energy which is greater than the specified value. The characteristic vector is main composition of a human face and the vector is the Eigenface space.
Step 4. Project Eigenface space In this procedure, project each face image into subspace. Each characteristic point in face images correspond to a point in the subspace. Similarly, the point of subspace also corresponds to a face image. We also can get a group of coordinate coefficient which shows the position of the image in subspace. So that the original face images recognition problem is converted to classify the training sample point in the subspace.
Step 5.Choose the distance function and identify the minimum distance sample face After detect the human face features, project each face image which is chosen from training sample to the Eigenface space. Classify each face image by using the minimum distance classifier, so as to identify whether the face image is the specified face. 
Introduce the Improved Contourlet Reform
The contourlet reform [6] is a two-dimensional image representation method with multiscale and multi-direction. It is composed by the Laplace pyramid filter and orientation filter [7] . In the general, it has the multi-resolution, local positioning, strong multi-directional and anisotropic characteristics, etc. First, the face images are multi-scale decomposed by Laplace pyramid and got low-pass sampling images and band-pass sampling images (the original image and lowpass sampling images difference figure) . The low-pass sampling images are called low frequency sub bands. The band-pass sampling images are called high frequency sub bands. Then, high frequency sub-bands are composed 2 j (j is the filter parameters) directional subbands by using the directional filter bank (DFB). At the same time, the low frequency sub-bands are composed by using the Laplace pyramid filter, and the process can avoid divulging the low frequency information. Among them, decomposition and reconstruction of the LP filter bank is adopted by the two-dimensional separable biorthogonal filter. Spectrum aliasing components are produced after sampling the images by the way of interlaced separated columns. So, both of the high frequency and low frequency sub-bands produce spectrum aliasing components after the contourlet transform. The components not only affect the original contourlet frequency localization but also cause a great impact on the quality of face image recognition [8, 9] .
The improved contourlet transform method is a procedure which decomposes face images by using a new LP structure. At the same time, the method uses different high and low pass filter group to replace the existing orthogonal filter bank in different scale. Finally, the process achieve the goal of less than or equal / 2  to the whole bandwidth and eliminate the aliasing phenomenon by using the original contourlet transform. Therefore this method can improve the quality of image recognition and increase image recognition rate. The improved contourlet transform decomposition process is shown in figure 1 . 
Face Recognition Process
The basic process of the face recognition algorithm which is based on the improved contourlet transform and principal components analysis is reported as follows:
(1) Use the improved contourlet transform method to test and decompose the face image , , got low frequency sub-bands and high frequency sub-bands. The process need repeat one more time. In other words, the decomposition layer number is 2. Among them, the low frequency sub bands include eyes, ears, mouth, nose and most of the facial invariant features. The high frequency sub-bands include face illumination change information, image edge information and texture information. If define the images size are 256x256, the low frequency sub-bands size are 64x64 after decompose twice by using the improved contourlet transform. This process not only can capture the most of face information, but also achieve a certain degree of dimension reduction effect and calculate face data more simply.
(2) Principal components analysis on the low frequency sub-bands which are decomposed by using the contourlet transform and extract less dimensional face feature information. Then choose the first largest P eigenvectors of the face image's low frequency subbands to map to the Eigenface space, use the projection coordinate coefficient compared with the projection coefficient of the target sample concentration. Finally, determine the best (3) Due to the above method deal with face images, they will make data independent each other. Therefore, sum all the sub face images' distance and fuse with the original feature vectors and get the connecting face feature vectors. This process can recognize face successfully.
The Simulation Experiments and Analysis

Experiments Design on the ORL Database
To verify the validity of the algorithm and it can better identify face images which have some illumination and posture change; we design several experiments on the ORL face database. There are forty people in the ORL database. Each person has 10 face images. These images have a certain change on facial expression and details, such as smile or not smile, eyes open or closed, wear glasses or without glasses, etc. In addition, face pose also have some change, such as depth rotation or plane rotation can be up to 20 degrees. Part of the ORL face image database is shown in figure 2 . Figure 2 . Part of face images in the ORL database First, choice the top five face images from the ORL face database as training samples and the last five face images as the test samples, then the sum of the training samples and test samples is 200. In order to reduce the computational complexity and make the research more convenient, we change the size of face images are 128x106 by using the Matlab function before using the algorithm. Thus, m=128, n=106, R=13568.
Divide the test face images into 1,2 layer and each layer is decomposed into two directions. The size of the low frequency sub-band images is 64x53. The size of the high frequency sub-band images is 32x27. The diagram is shown as figure 3. Figure 4 show: when energy is designed as 65%, the face recognition rates are 90.9%, 92.5% and 92.9%. When energy is designed as 90%, the face recognition rates are 95.8%, 97.4% and 97.9%. Face recognition rates have been increased slightly compared to the other two algorithms. The results prove that algorithm based on the improved contourlet transform and principal component analysis is more efficient.
Experiments Design on the Yale Database
There are 15 people in the Yale database. Each person has illumination and expression variations, but the posture angles do not change. Part of the Yale face image database is shown in figure 5 . Data show that the algorithm based on the improved contourlet transform and principal component analysis can increase the human face recognition rate and obtain satisfactory facial recognition results. Because face images in ORL face database mainly include the change of posture, illumination change is not obvious. But the Yale face database is just opposite. So, the identification of two face databases in comparison, the face recognition rate by using the algorithm deal with the ORL face database is higher than the Yale face database. The reason for this result is that the low frequency sub-band images by using the improved contourlet transform method can record the eyes, ears, mouth, nose and posture invariant features. But the algorithm is more sensitive to light. To sum up, the algorithm based on the improved contourlet transform and principal component analysis can improve recognition rate of face images which have posture change and not obvious illumination change.
Conclusions
In order to reduce the illumination and posture problems on face recognition rate, this paper puts forward a face recognition algorithm which is based on the improved contourlet transform and principal component analysis. Experiments show that the algorithm can reduce the face data dimension, filter high frequency noise such as illumination and posture. Simulation experiment on ORL database and Yale database, the data show that the algorithm increase the face recognition rate when face images have a certain posture change, but do not have obvious increase when images have illumination change. How to extract the illumination information and edge information in high frequency sub-band images and integrate information into low frequency sub-band components need to be research in future.
